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Who we are: Solstice is a marine-oriented
watersports brand based in Long Island,
New York. 

Our Goal: To amplify life on the water with
fun, high quality, easy to use products.

How we do it: Our industry leading
expertise in inflatable drop-stitch
technology allows us to create high quality
watersports gear while eliminating the
hassle of lugging around bulky, expensive
equipment.

Who we are, what we do, and how we do it.
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Our first-mover advantage in the inflatable drop-
stitch space provides our customers with
products that stay at the forefront of innovation.

Unmatched convenience,
comparable performance.

Innovative products to further
improve life on the water.

Core Products

One of the first to introduce the
"iSUP" to the market.

The inventors of your personal
floating party platform.

Inflatable SUPs Inflatable Docks Inflatable Kayaks Marine Accessories



Dropstitch:
Our Bread & Butter

Thousands of polyester
Threads that are woven to
secure the top & bottom
layers of our products.

Drop-Stitch / HPI has been
utilized for decades, first
incorporated as the floors of
Military Boats.  

What is it?

Prevents items from
inflating into a ball, instead
creating flat shapes.

Capability of adding more
pressure than what a
traditional float can handle,
creating its hard, rigid feel.

What does it do?

All Solstice dropstitch
items incorporate high
pressure (HR) valves for
quick, automatic inflation &
deflation.



Inflatable SUPs
Built For Performance: When inflated to
pressure, our inflatable boards feel &
perform like classic rigid watersports
equipment.

Why Inflatable? We Go, Where You Go:
Solstice iSUPs deflate and roll into
lightweight, compact backpacks that are
easy to bring around, and store in tight
spaces.

A Board For Everyone: It doesn't matter
whether you're just getting started, or if
you're a regular. We offer a wide range of
iSUP lengths and styles to accommodate
anyone who wants to get out and paddle.



iSUP Kits: Ready For The Water.
Right Out The Box.

Fits in compact 
storage spaces. 

Air travel?
No Problem.

Bring on your
next adventure.



Solstice: What Sets Our iSUPs Apart?Double-Layer PVC: 2 Thick,
overlapping PVC layers create
greater durability and inflated-
rigidity than the industry
standard.

MSL Construction: Improved
assembly technique produces
boards ~25% lighter than
standard double layer iSUPs.  

Seam Reinforcement: Seams are
overlapped with an additional
PVC layer, minimizing defect risk.

Cosmetic Finish: Final protocol
ensures that wrinkles, blemishes
& bumps are virtually eliminated.
We build boards you can be
proud to call yours. Looking good
matters.

Solstice is an established, household brand in water recreation.

U.S. Based sales team prepared for collaboration and support.

Domestic product development and quality control teams
ensure Solstice continues to improve, and maintain our high
quality standards

Innovation & Reliability - At Your Fingertips.



Floating "Home Base": Rigid when inflated
to pressure, our inflatable docks allow you
to grow your real estate on the water in an
easy and affordable way. Throw on some
lounge chairs and a cooler, and you’ve
created your own floating island to kick
back with friends and family.

Other Applications: Not only do our docks
serve as the perfect party platform, but
they also change the way our customers
maintain their boats and launch their
watersports equipment.

Inflatable Docks

ADDITIONAL FLOATING
REAL ESTATE

Maintenance Platform



8' Circular Mesh Dock

DECADES OF DROP-STITCH INNOVATION
Years of experience has allowed us to push the boundaries of what it means to live life on the water. We remain committed

to finding unique, innovative ways to bring people together without compromising convenience and affordability.

Convertible Slide Dock

10' Circular Mesh Dock



Inflatable Kayaks

The Sport Made Easy: Our inflatable
kayaks are designed to perform
comparably to rigid kayaks without the
headache of storing and bringing them
around.

Product Range: Solstice offers a curated
selection of inflatable kayaks that cater to
your desired skill level and price point.
Serious kayakers prefer our Dropstitch-
Based Flare line, where our Durango is
perfectly suitable to get you started.

Flexibility: The majority of our kayak line
offers the capability to convert between 1
and 2 person paddling. All of our kayaks
come with interchangeable, connectible
seats to make conversion quick and easy.



The Pup Plank

Pet Ramp: The Pup Plank makes getting in and out
of the water easy for your furry friends. Its
weighted mesh sinks below water-level to create
an effortless entry-point for swimming pets.

Super Portable, Easy Storage: Incredibly easy to
inflate, deflate, fold, and store back in the included
bag - perfect for tight storage spaces. Also
incredibly light at 13 pounds, making it super
portable.

For Pets of All Sizes:
Pup Plank XL: For pets up to 100 pounds.
Pup Plank Mini: For pets up to 30 pounds. 



Additional Product 
Offerings

Giant Islands

Towables

Tubes & Loungers

Inf. Boats

Inflators



Rethink The Life Of Your Boat: Home of the
revolutionary SEAPEN Dry-Docking Solution. Dry
dock your boat at water level. Keep your hull free
from marine growth. All without a boat lift or
bottom paint. The perfect alternative to a
traditional lift.



Thank you!
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